STREAM GRANTS

Solutions Through Research, Education & Art in Massachusetts

MIT Sea Grant is excited to announce a new grants program supporting 1-year projects <$10,000 open to a diversity of Massachusetts applicants.

STREAM Grants will support:
1. Small research projects aligned with our coastal and marine focus areas;
2. Seed funding for exploratory or innovative efforts in industry, education, extension, or research;
3. Undergraduate or graduate student support to expand an independent or class research project;
4. P-12 initiatives that connect classrooms with coastal or marine science and engineering; and
5. Rapid response projects addressing a current challenge or driver.

Eligibility
STREAM Grants are open to a diversity of Massachusetts applicants, including P-12 educators, faculty and students from Massachusetts universities, individuals and artists working with museums and nonprofit organizations, and many others!

Focus Areas
Proposed projects must reflect objectives outlined in the MIT Sea Grant Strategic Plan and align with one or more focus areas:

- Healthy Coastal Ecosystems
- Sustainable Fisheries and Aquaculture
- Resilient Communities and Economies
- Environmental Literacy and Workforce Development

Diversity, Equity, Inclusion & Justice
Express how the proposed project will engage and reflect the diversity of Massachusetts communities and stakeholders.

Visit seagrant.mit.edu/stream to view the full RFP and video!

Deadlines: May 15 & Nov 15

Visit: seagrant.mit.edu/stream Email: seagrantinfo@mit.edu